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Series of the form CF=, (‘,“)-I k-” may be expressed as log sin integrals and 
are shown to be summable exactly in terms of Dirichlets L-series for values of n up 
to and including 5. Other related series are also discussed and several exact results 
are given. II 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
Apery [ I] recently proved that c(3) was irrational starting from the 
identity 
Apbry also noted the analogous formula 
(1.2) 
and van der Poorten [6] in a very entertaining report of Aphy’s proof and in 
subsequent articles [ 7, 81 considered other analogs of (1.1) and (1.2). 
Leschiner f3] has derived some generalisations of the above results, the 
forms of which are not simple, and Berndt and Joshi [2] in a review of 
Chapter 9 of Ramanujan’s 2nd notebook have recorded many similar 
formulae. Here some higher analogs of (1.2) will be explicitly evaluated in 
terms of Dirichlet L-series with real characters. 
Dirichlet L-series are defined by 
L, = Ld(s) = g xd(k) k-“, 
1 
(l-3) 
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where xd(k) is a character modulo d which will be referred to as the modulus 
and s as the degree or order ifs is a positive integer n. Their properties have 
been summarised elsewhere [9]. The properties of L-series most concerned 
with this work are that if x&) is real the L-series divide into two types 
denoted by L, if xd(d - 1) = +l and L-, if xd(d- 1) = -1. Further 
L,(2n) = R@r2” and L-,(2n + 1)=R’&r2”t1, where R and R’ are 
rational numbers which may be determined explicitly [9]. Three L-series will 
be referred to here, namely, 
L,=l-‘+2-“+3-“+...=[(s), (1.4) 
L-3=l-s-2-s+4-s-5s+ . . . . (1.5) 
L-,= 1-S-3-S+5-“-7-5+ . ..) (1.6) 
and these happen to be the three simplest. 
Until recently nothing was known of the arithmetical nature of L,(2n + 1) 
and LJ2n). Now of-course Apery has shown that c(3) = L,(3) is irrational, 
and it does not require much courage to conjecture that all L,(2n + 1) and 
L-,(2n) are at least irrational. L-,(2) has the honour of being known as 
Catalan’s constant, often symbolised as G. Many expressions given in terms 
of G, L,(3), and better known irrationals are said to be given in “closed 
form.” It is clear, however, that the status of G or L,(3) is no different to 
that of any other L-series evaluated at integer argument. Hence if any 
expression is able to be written in terms of L-series evaluated at integer 
argument we shall deem it to have been given in closed form. 
In the course of this article, properties of the polylogarithm series 
developed in much detail by Lewin [4] will be used. Polylogarithms are 
defined by the series 
2 3 
$+b+&+... (1.7) 
and are denoted by Lewin [4] as Li,(z). This notation is unfortunate since 
confusion with the L-series is possible, as the suffix in Lewin’s notation 
refers to the order of the series and not its modulus. We suggest by 
generalising the L-series as 
L,(s: z) = fj 
k=l 
L,(s: 1) = L&) (W 
that the polylogarithm series can be accommodated thus 
Li”(Z) + L,(n: z). 
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The modulus of the polylogarithm series is 1. In a similar way the polyin- 
verse tangent series dealt with by Lewin and denoted by him as Z?,(z) and 
given by 
3 
Z5 
s-3+?+ ... =L-,(n:z). 
This notation will be maintained here. 
L ,(n: z) has been found in closed form for only a few values of real z. 
Obviously for z = 1, L,(n: 1) = L,(n)= C(n), but otherwise for n = 2, 
L,(2: z) is known explicitly only for z = f, o-‘, --w-l, wm2, --w where 
co=@+ 1)/Z, whilst L ,(3: z) has been found in closed form only for 
z = i and w2, Lewin 141. However, if z = eie then if 0 is a small submultiple 
m of 27r, closed forms for L,(n: ei”) may be easily deduced from the fact that 
O” cos k9 * sink@ 
L,(n:eiB)=T-k”+i\’ -p-. 
1 
(1.10) 
In particular for m = 2, 3, 4, 6, respectively, 
Re[L,(n: e’“)] = -(l - 21-“)L,(n); 
Re[L,(n: ei2n’3 )] = -2-‘(1 - 31-n) L,(n); 
Re[L,(n: eirrj2)] = -2”(1 - 2’-‘) L,(n); 
Re[L,(n: ein13)] = 2-‘(1 - 2l-“)(l - 3ien) L,(n); 
Im[L,(n: e’“)] = 0, 
Im[L,(n: ei2n’3)] = 2-‘~‘3L-,(n), 
Im[L,(n: ein12)] = L-,(n), 
Im[L,(n: einj3)] = 2-‘\/3(1 + 2ien) L-,(n). 
(1.11) 
For other values of m the results cannot in general be expressed in L-series. 
However, with the results of (1.11) many series similar to (1.2) may be 
summed. In particular the following series will be considered, namely 
. (1.12) 
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2 
A characteristic of all the series to be considered here is that any series 
S(n, x) of order n is obtained from that of order (n - 1) by dividing by x and 
integrating, i.e., 
S(n:x)=l 
x S(n- 1:u) 
0 
u du. 
Hence integrating several times by parts one has 
log2 x 
S(n: x) = log x * qn - 1: x) - - 2 qn-2:x)*-* 
(-l)“-’ 
(n - 2)! 
log”-2 u ‘(I: ‘1 du. 
24 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
If S(l: x) or a higher order analog is recognisable then if the integration is 
possible the next order analog may be found. Also if we put x = 1 we have 
S(n: 1) = i-y;; 1’ log”-* u S(l:&. 
n 0 u 
(2.3) 
In the cases of s(n: x) and t(n: x) it is easily established using a MacLaurin 
expansion that 
1 
( 1 
2 
S(2:X)=y sin-‘+ ; l(l:x)=2sin-‘$ 
from which (1.2) is found by putting x = 1. It is convenient to introduce a 
change of variable namely 
x = 2 sin $ so that when x = 1,O = ~13. 
Thus 
s(n: l)=f 
1 (-1)” n/3 
(2.5) 
1 = 4(n-2)! I o 
1 (-I)“-’ n/3 
42k(2k + 1)” = (n - l)! I o 
(2.6) 
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The evaluation of these integrals is therefore of interest. In fact from (2.4) it 
is possible to obtain general results for ~(3: x) and t(2: x) by integration. 
These are 
~(3: x) = log x . ~(2: x) + +[0 Im{L,(2: eie)} + Re(L,(3: e’“)} -L,(3)], (2.7) 
t(2: x) = log x . t(1: x) + Im(Li(2: e”)}. (2.8) 
Then for x = 1, fl, fl, and 2 corresponding to 8 = 7113, z/2, 2x13, and 
respectively, the following results are deduced 
&I log 3 
9 +&j(2), 
1 
22k(2k + 1)2 
+og2; 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
L-,(2) to ten figures is 0.7813024108. Equations (2.13~(2.16) have been 
given by Berndt and Joshi [2] in different guises since they have not 
emphasised the L-series notation. Equations (2.9)-(2.12) seem new. 
Van der Poorten [8] has commented that 8s(3: 1) does not seem to have an 
instructive closed form. If, however, the term “closed form” is used in the 
sense previously explained, then it is seen that this quantity is given in closed 
form by (2.9). 
It is pertinent to point out that t(n: 2) may be found in closed form for all 
n; Ramanujan [5]. 
It does not appear possible to find closed forms for s(n: x) with n > 3, or 
for t(n: x) with n > 2. But we are able to evaluate ~(4: l), $5: l), t(3: l), and 
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$4: 1) by evaluating the relevant integrals (2.5) and (2.6). This may be done 
following the procedure of Lewin [4]. L,(n: x) obeys the general relation 
(2.1). Putting z = 1 - efe = 2 sin(0/2) ei((e-n)‘2) then from (2.2) we have 
L,(n: 1 -e”) = (a + ib)L,(n - 1: 1 - ei”) - 
(a t ib)* 
2r L,(n - 2: 1 - eie) 
... WY-’ (n- 1), (a tib)“-‘i0tfi 
X log 2 sin $ + i (2.17) 
where a = log 2 sin 812, b = (t?- 7r)/2. If we put t?=n/3 then a = 0, 
b = -n/3, and 1 - einj3 = eVin13 = r, then 
L,(n:t)=- T L,(n-l:r)-& -F L&z-2:z) (’ 1 
. 2 
.i 1 
... (-l)“-’ in n-1 in i(- 1)” -- 
( ) (n-l)! 3 3+ (n-l)! 
xj=‘l ( log 2 sin A + i” - ‘) 
0 
2 2 )“d$. (2.18) 
By equating real and imaginary parts, integrals of the form (2.5) and (2.6) 
for small n can be evaluated. Lewin did this to n = 4 and obtained the results 
(2.19) 
However, by using L-series we can also show that 
Ioff” log (2 sin;) d$ = -qL,(2), 
d$=~L,(3)-&~L3(2), 
I:‘310g3 (Zsin~)d#=-~~-~(4)--~L,(3), 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
L,(4) = 1 - 2-4 + 4-4 - 5-4 + .a. = 0.9400256808. 
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Equation (2.20) is equivalent to (2.13) and (2.21) is the same as (2.9). The 
other integrals allow us to write the results 
7n’ 
=a-’ 
(2.23) 
1 
42k(2k + 1)” 
(2.24) 
17n4 
k4 
=3240* 
(2.25) 
Equation (2.25) has been noted by van der Poorten [6, 71. We have carried 
the analysis of (2.18) one order further. The algebra is most cumbersome 
and we just give the results found, namely, 
( 2sin$)d#=+Li(5)--$-L,(3)- 27&n 32 L-3(4), 
(2.26) 
21:” log4 (2 sin$) d#- 31:” #*log2 (2 sin-$) d$ =s. (2.27) 
Equation 2.26 implies that 
-? l (2.28) 
while (2.27) confirms van der Poorten’s [7] statement that the given 
combination of integrals is a rational multiple of rr5. It is apparent from 
results such as (2.27) that working out higher order analogs of (2.18) will 
only lead to explicit evaluations of various combinations of integrals and 
thus we are unable to find higher analogs of (2.28) explicitly. 
It is, however, possible to express I;” 4’ log”(2 sin(4/2)) d@ and St’” 4” 
log”(2 sin ($/2)) d# as double sums similar to the expressions given by (2.5) 
and (2.6). For let log(2 sin($/2) = --u then 
jon”fi210g” (2sin$)d#=(--I)“11 (2sin-1$)2u”d(2sin-1y). 
Now from (2.4) and (1.12) we have 
(sin-lr)d(sin-l~)=~~l -(e-*“/(:‘, 21) dU 
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and then 
11” 4’ log” (2 sin $) d4 
=(-1)“2 7 -? k~o r~l (‘k” ) (1/4’*(2k+ I)( :‘) I) j; ,-(2k+21+1Wdu 
(2.29) 
Thus (2.27) may be written 
(2.30) 
Similarly 
j:‘3 0’ log” (2 sin$) d#= (-I)‘-$& kzl /:I I/( y) ( y) k21(k + I)“+‘. 
By considering the sixth order dilogarithm it has been shown that 
2j:‘3$log4 (2sinp)-jy3$310g2 (2sin$-) dti 
=3z1 (l/(::)k6)-~,~l(l/(~)(:I)k2~(k+~)3) 
313x6 
= 204120 ’ (2.3 1) 
3 
We may attempt to analyse the related series 
qn:x,=f (-l)k+l and @XX)=? 
1 0 
(3.1) 
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in a similar way by introducing the change in variable x = 2 sinh(8/2). For 
S(2:x)=+ (sinh-‘:I2 and f(l:x)=2sinhh’$. (3.2) 
However, sinh(8/2) has no real period and the value of L,(n: e-“) is known 
only for a few values of e-* and the equivalent x. Analogously to (2.7) and 
(2.8) we have 
F(3:x)=logx~F(2:x)--j- 
I 
BL,(2:e-R)+L,(3:e~o)+$-L,(3) , (3.3) 
I 
82 73 
1(2:x)=logx~f(l:x)-L,(2:e-e)---+-. (3.4) 
If for convenience we write R = log 2 and R = log w  then corresponding to 
x = (\/s - 2)i’2, 2 - “2, 1 
for x = 2-‘12, 
we have t9 = R, 1, 2R. Then from (3.3) we have, 
2 (++ l 
1 
2kk3 =+L,(3) -;, 
for x = 1, 
k3=fL,(3)=4~O’#2cothjd~ 
= -2 l:e 4 log (2 sinh 4) d# 
and from (3.4) we have, for x = (fi - 2)‘12, 
(-l)k (~%-2)~ 
42k(2k + 1)’ 
= (6 + 2)“= ($ - +2’) , 
forx= 2-i/=, 
(-l)k 
25k(2k + 1)’ 
for x= 1, 
(-l>k 
24k(2k + l)= 
+21°bcothjd# 
0 
=-ji”log (2sinh4) d#. (3.9) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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Of these, (3.6) is (1.1) in various different guises. Equations (3.7~(3.9) seem 
new in the form given here, though Berndt and Joshi [2] have equivalent 
results. They consider a functionf(x) given by 
n 1 
where h, = v ~ 
/pl 2k-1’ 
and they give 
1 rr2 A2 
f o- 3 24 8’ 
= x2/20. 
They also state that 
fi&) 
=&og’(l -x)+&(2:x) 
(3.10) 
(3.1 la) 
(3.1 lb) 
(3.12) 
and their results are thus equivalent to (3.7)-(3.9). Equation (3.5) seems 
new. It does not seem possible as yet to find F(4: l), F(5: l), t73: l), f(4: 1). 
This requires the evaluation of integrals such as 
/02nlog” (2sinh$)rf# and 10’*#log” (2sinh;) d# 
and this has not proved possible at the moment for n > 1. 
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